


TODDLER LEARNING TOWER
CONTENTS & ASSEMBLY

SAUCE ZHAN®

Toddler learning tower makes your kids independent, and gains to healthy and happy learning and life.

INCLUDED HARDWARE
PARTS LIST
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    NOTICE
There will be the smell of natural wood and environmentally friendly paint when you opening the package. It is recommended that the assembled product be placed in a ventilated area and used after 24 hours.
It needs to be stored separately when the blackboard is not used, do not hang on it to avoid falling and smashing your foot.
It is recommended to select low-speed half to tighten when using a power tool, and tighten all screws by hand after all installations are completed.
Child should not use the standing stool by oneself unless accompanied by an adult. Failure to do so may result in injury.
Please check to all the hardware included in the package. If there are any defect or accessories lost, please send us message on Amazon.com.
All installation steps are recommended to be done on a flat surface.
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Place ② on the left and right sides of ① as figure, align with 
the holes and tighten with Torx head screw D.

Place ③ in the middle of ② in order, align the holes, 
tighten with screws C.

Place ⑤ in the middle of ③, align with the holes and 
tighten with A. (As shown the middle grade)

Install front legs：Align the left and right rollers of step 
board ⑤ and insert them into the slots of ⑥.

Install front legs：Align the hole of front legs ⑥ and 
back legs ②, Insert A and B as shown，then tighten it, 
A is inside, B is outside.

Install front legs：Align the hole of front legs ⑥ and 
back legs ②, Insert A and B as shown，then tighten it, 
A is inside, B is outside.

Check the step board and screws on step 4 and step 5 
as shown. And make sure the step board flat surface 
upside.

Check the step board and screws on step 4 and step 5 
as shown. And make sure the step board flat surface 
upside.

Place ⑦ under ⑤, align with the slot of ⑥ to assemble. Insert screws C, and tighten it.

Insert step board ⑧ into slots of front legs as shown,
then tighten it with C.

Install ④ on both sides of ②, align the holes, tighten 
with C.

As shown, paste I at the bottom of ②/④/⑥ in turn. The holes on the left and right sides of ① are tightened 
with E.
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Tighten and fix ① to prevent falling.

The middle grade: Place the ⑤ and ⑦ in the middle 
holes, tighten with A+C. 

The low grade: Move the ⑤ and ⑦ down to the lowest 
holes, tighten with A+C.

The high grade: Move up the ⑤ and ⑦ to the highest 
holes, tighten with A+C.
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